Do egalitarian views on women's rights influence the support for conservative parties? Conservative parties are often core parts on the debates regarding changing societal orders, particularly on women's rights, yet their mechanisms for influencing the laws on women's rights remain understudied. This study investigates whether individual views on the egalitarianism of women's rights, particularly on inheritance and divorce issues, influenced individual support for Ennahda, the largest conservative party with Islamist roots in Tunisia. Findings based on PEW and Afrobarometer surveys indicate that individuals who hold less egalitarian views on women's rights, particularly on women's inheritance rights, are more likely to vote for Ennahda, which may explain some Ennahda representatives’ current opposition to change the existing inheritance code to provide equal amounts of inheritance to male and female heirs. The findings indicate that the functions of political parties in enabling or halting societal change might be influenced based on the stances of voters.